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How are we supposed to keep track of these four massive schemes? I don't know what I'm
supposed to be commenting on in this precise moment but I do know these schemes should be
examined as one and one submission should be necessary.
These are in close proximity to each other and indeed two of them are from Island Green Power.
Are they relying on confusion and time scales to divide the local population?
They are a part of at least 9 massive solar projects within Lincolnshire alone; the bread basket of
the country as regards agriculture and food production. As with HS2, this is a massive lack of
foresight and frankly panic about the energy and climate crisis that will be of huge detriment to
food production, the environment and quality of life in this county.
Planners may have looked at Lincolnshire and decided it is sparsely populated hence not much
opposition to plans. How wrong they are.
These projects are so ill conceived as to be ludicrous to those who live and work here.
Solar energy is marvellous in the right contexts. It should not be taking up valuable food
producing land and destroying the environment.
These companies will not exist at the end of the time frame envisaged for these projects. Once
here the land will become a n industrial area, destroyed for generations. Indeed, I understand the
companies will soon be sold off to foreign investors if and when they get this monstrous plan
through.
I understand Tillbridge solar and maybe the others too, are planning to bring heavy plant through
the village of Willingham by Stow. The high street is already frequently blocked by cars parked
and there is a GP surgery at the bottom of the high street.
I could list many details of opposition to these plans but I do not have time to go through all the
details.
My  under the threat of these proposals. I wish to be
considered for any representation I am allowed to make at whatever meetings are called as I feel
so strongly that they should not be granted planning.
Fire risk is a massive consideration from the completed installations. Pollution and danger from
heavy construction plant and maintenance works is another concern.
This is money making greed and has no place in a considered and sustainable energy plan for
the country.




